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Machine Tool Company Limited, London, England, a 
British company 
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Claims priority, application Great Britain May 2, 1951 

9 Claims. (Cl. 318-103) 

This invention relates to electric circuit controlling 
apparatus, and refers particularly, but not exclusively, 
to electric circuit controlling apparatus for effecting se 
lected cycles of movements of the work tables of. ma 
chine tools such as milling machine. As is well known 
it is frequently required to give such work tables a se 
lected cycle of movements, for example a feed-left move 
ment, at feed-right movement, a quick-travel-left move 
ment, and a quick-travel-right movement, and it may be 
required to change from any of said movements to any 
other at any preselected position of the table. 
The object of the invention is the provision of im~ 

provements in such apparatus by which among other 
advantages increased simplicity and cheapness will be 
obtained. 
The invention consists broadly of an electrical con 

trol apparatus for automatically effecting selected cycles 
of movement of a driven device, such as the work table 
of a machine tool, which travels in reverse directions 
in a given path, comprising ?ve switches mounted ad 
jacent to said driven device and ?ve corresponding dogs 
mounted on said driven device, the positions of said 
switches and dogs being such that, during travel of said 
driven device each dog can engage its corresponding 
switch but not any of the other switches, each dog, by 
engaging its corresponding switch actuating the same from 
its normal to its operative position when travelling in 
one direction but not when travelling in the other di 
rection, and said switches comprising feed-left, feed-right, 
quick-travel-left and quick-travel-right switches, which, 
when momentarily actuated to their operative positions, 
establish electric motor connections for respectively driv 
ing said driven device slowly to the left, slowly to the 
right, quickly to the left and quickly to the right, and 
a stop switch which when momentarily actuated to its 
operative position interrupts electric motor connections 
thereby causing said driven device to stop. 

In order that the invention may be the more clearly 
understood, an apparatus in accordance therewith, for 
selecting selected cycles of movements of work tables 
of machine tools such as milling machines, will now 
be described reference being made to the accompanying 
drawings wherein: ' ' 

Figure 1 is a sectional elevation crosswise to the di 
rection of movement of the work table, of a dog carried 
by the work table and control switches carried by an‘ 
adjacent ?xed structure; 

Figure 2 is a sectional plan of the same taken on line 
ll-II of Figure 3; 

Figure 3 is an elevation, looking from the left of Fig 
ures 1 and 2, of the control switch structure; 

Figure 4 is a sectional elevation of a push button em 
ployed in the apparatus; 

Figure 5 is an end elevation of the same looking from 
the right of Figure 4; 

Figures 6A, 6B and 60 added together constitute a 
diagram of the circuit connections of the apparatus. 
vReferring to the drawings, a number of dogs 1, one 
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of which is shown in Figures 1 and 2, are carried by 
the work table 2 and a corresponding number of electric 
switches 3 are carried by an adjacent ?xed structure, 
The dogs 1 are mounted at slightly different levels, and 
the switches 3 have actuating elements 4 which are re 
spectively at the same levels as the dogs and so that 
each dog engages its own corresponding switch actuating 
element at a given position of the work table 2 and 
cannot engage any other actuating element. Thus, as 
the. table 2 moves the dogs 1 successively engage their 
own respective switch actuating elements 4 and thereby, 
by a cam action, they depress said switch-actuating ele 
ments in opposition to spring bias, and this moves the 
respective switches 3 from their normal to their operat 
ing positions. Each dog 1 is capable of depressing its 
respective switch-actuating element 4 when the table 2 
is moving in one direction only. When the dog 1 en-v 
gages the switch~actuating element 4 with the table 2 
moving in the other direction,said dog is capable of 
yielding pivotally so that it rides past the switch-actuating 
element without depressing it. 
As will hereinafter appear, according to which switch‘ 

3 is actuated to its operating position, electric circuit 
connections are established to initiate a given rate and 
direction of travel of the table 2 or to stop said table. 
In the arrangement being described there are ?ve dogs 
1 and ?ve switches 3; viz. a “stop” dog and a “stop" 
switch, a feed-left dog and a feed-left switch, a feed 
right dog and a feed-right switch, a quick-travel-left dog 
and a quick-travel-left switch, and a quick-travel-right 
dog and a quick-travel-right switch. When the stop 
switch is actuated to its operating position, the table is 
stopped. When any of the other switches is momentarily 
actuated to its operating position, corresponding move 
ment of the table (i. e. feed-left, feed-right, quick-travel 
left or quick-travel-right) is initiated and continues un 
til the next switch is momentarily actuated to its op 
erating position. Each of the dogs 1 can be adjusted 
horizontally along the table 2 to any position, and can 
be arranged either way round, so that the direction of 
movement of the table at which said dog is operative 
can be selected. It will be seen that by selecting the 
required dogs and locating them at the required posi-v 
tions and the required way round any cycle of move 
ments can be preselected. 

Describing now certain of the features of the dogs 
1 and switches 3, the switches are of the plunger-actu-' 
ated type and they are all secured to one vertical face 
(hereinafter termed the inner face) of a ?xed carrier 
block 5 with their plungers 6 projecting horizontally 
into respective holes 7 which pass through said carrier 
block to the opposite vertical face, hereinafter termed 
the outer face. Fitted within these holes 7 are respec 
tive balls constituting the actuating elements 4. Said 
balls 4 are biased outwardly by means of respective coil 
springs 8 in the holes 7 but they are retained in the 
holes by means of a cover plate 9 secured ?ush to the 
outer face of the carrier block 5. Said cover plate 9 
has holes 10 through it which register with the holes 
‘7 in the carrier block and are of such a size as to allow 
the balls 4- to project through them while being unable 
to pass completely through them. The plungers 6 
the switches 3 are outwardly biased to the normal posi 
tion of the switches, and at this position said plungers 
just engage the respective balls '4. ' 
The dogs 1 are mounted on a vertical face of the table 

2 which faces the outer face of the carrier block 5. 
The operative part of each dog consists of a pawl 11 
which projects horizontally from the table 2 at the 
same level as the centre of the ball 4 of the corresponding 
switch 3. The outermost end of said pawl 11 is bevelled 
as shown so that, when the table 2 is moving in the 
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direction in which operation by said dog of the respective 
switch is required, the bevelled end, when it engages the 
respective ball 4 presses it inwards by a cam action and 
causes it to press the plunger 6 of the respective switch 3 
inwards and actuate said switch to the operating position. 
When the pawl 11 engages its ball 4 with the table 2 mov 
ing in the other direction said pawl 11 pivots about a 
pivot pin 12 in opposition to the bias of a light spring 
13 so as to ride past the ball without depressing it. It 
will be understood that the light biasing spring 13 nor 
mally holds the pawl 11 at its operative position against 
a stop 14, so that said pawl can only tilt in the one direc 
tion. 
The support on which the pawl 11 is pivotally mounted, 

is a bracket consisting of two parallel plates 15 extending 
from a base 16, the pivot pin 12 and stop 14 being 
mounted between said plates 15. The bracket is mounted 
on a sliding block 17 which, in turn is mounted on the 
face of the work table 2 so as to be slidably adjustable 
therealong in a horizontal direction. 
said sliding block 17 may be constituted by a T slot 13 
in the face of the work table and a T clamp 19 associated 
with the sliding block 17 in known manner. The brackets 
15, 15, 16 may be mounted on the sliding block 17 either 
way round, i. e. for operation of the switch 3 by move- ‘ 
ment of the table 2 in either direction selectively. 

It will be understood that, for determining the cycle 
according to which the table 2 is to be moved, the sliding 
blocks 17 are adjusted to the required position and the 
brackets 15, 15, 16 are adjusted the required way round. 
There may, of course, be more dogs 1 than switches 3 be 
cause more than one say feed~left movement may be 
required in a given cycle. 

In construction the carrier block 5 for the switches, 
which is circular as shown in Figure 3, is incorporated in 1 
a unit 20 which is mounted on a vertical stanchion 21, 
and, for the initial erection, may be adjusted up and down 
said stanchion to bring the balls 4 to the correct level in 
relation to the pawls 11 of the dogs 1. 
The switches 3 are of the type whose plungers 6 re 

quire only a very small movement, say 19/1000 of an inch 
or, less, to actuate said switches from the normal to the 
operating position and vice versa. Thus, the response of 
said switches 1 can be correlated very accurately to the 
position of the table 2. The switch contacts (not seen in t 
Figures 1, 2 and 3.) are carried in known way by ?at 
springs which click through a dead centre position to and 
from the normal and operating positions. 

Describing now with reference to Figures 6A, 6B 
and 60 the electrical circuits by which the above functions 
are obtained, two reversing motors 22 and 23 are pro 
vided, one (22) for moving the table in either direction at 
feeding speed and the other (23) for moving it in either 
direction at quick-travel speed. The feed motor 22 is 
controlled by two contactors for forward and reverse, 
hereinafter termed the feed-left contactor FLC, and the 
feed-right contactor FRC. The quick travel motor 23 
is also controlled by two contactors for forward and re 
verse, hereinafter termed the qaick-travel-left contactor 
TLC and the quick-travel-right contactor TRC. The 
windings of these contactors will be hereinafter termed the 
feed-left winding, the feed-right winding, the quick»travel 
left winding and the quick-travel-right winding. 

Each of the feed-left, feed-right, quick-travel-left and 
quick-travel-right switches 3 has normal contacts which 
are closed when the switch is at its normal position, and 
operating contacts which are closed when the switch is 
at its operating, position. Thus the feed-left switch has 
two contacts FL which are connected to conductor 24 at 
the normal position of the switch and two contacts AFL ” 
connected to said conductor 24 at the operating posi 
tion of the switch.v In like manner the feed-right switch 
has similarly functioning contacts PR and AFR; the 
quick-travel-left switch has similarly functioning contacts 
TL and ATL; andlthe quick-travel-right switch has sim 
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4 
ilarly functioning contacts TR and AT R. Assuming the 
feed-left switch is actuated to its operating position, cir 
cuit is established from conductor 24 through its operat 
ing contacts AFL and the windings AFLw of an auto feed 
lcft relay to conductor 25. The auto feed-left relay 
accordingly closes its contacts AFL2 and thereby ener 
gises the winding FLCI of the feed-left contactor, by a 
circuit extending from conductor 26 to conductor 27 and 
through other interlock contacts which will be described 
hereinafter. The feed-left contactor FLC accordingly 
closes and the table commences to move at feeding speed 
to the left. The auto feed-left relay has auxiliary con 
tacts AFLI which close upon closure of its main contacts 
AFLZ, and a maintaining circuit for the winding AFLw 
of said auto feed-left relay is established through the nor 
mal contacts PR of the feed-right switch and said auxil 
iary contacts AFLl of the auto feed-left relay. Thus, 
when the feed-left switch returns to its normal position, 
opening its contacts AFL, the feed-left contactor FLC 
remains closed and the table continues to be fed to the 
left. 

It now the feed-right switch is actuated to its operating 
position, contacts FR will be disconnected and the main 
taining circuit for the winding AFLw of the auto feed-left 
relay will be broken, and circuit for the winding AFRw 
of an auto feed-right relay will be established through the 
operating contacts AFR of the feed-right switch. The 
auto feed-right relay accordingly closes its contacts AFRZ 
and thereby energises the winding FRCI of the feed-right 
contactor PRC. The feed-right contactor FRC will 
therefore close and the table will move at feeding speed 
to the right. A maintaining circuit for the winding 
AFRw of the auto feed-right relay is now established 
through the normal contacts FL of the feed-left switch 
and auxiliary contacts AFRI on said auto feed-right relay. 
The table will therefore continue to be fed to the right 
after the feed-right switch has returned to the normal 
position opening its operative contacts AFR. It will be 
clear that if the feed-left switch is again actuated to the 
operating position the connections for feeding the table 
to the left will be again initiated and maintained. 

The quick-travel-left and quick-travel-right switches 
control the windings TLCl and TRCl of the quick-traveb 
left and quick-travel-right contactors TLC and TRC 
through auto quick-travel-left and auto quick-travel-right 
relays having windings ATLw and ATRw, main contactors 
ATL2 and ATRZ, and auxiliary contacts ATLI and ATR], 
in precisely the same way as the feed-left and feed-right 
switches control the windings of the feed-left and feed 
right contactors. 
To take care of the case in which a change is required 

from one of the feeding movements to one of the quick 
travel movements or vice versa, a feed relay with a wind 
ing Fw and normally closed contacts F, and a quick-travel 
relay with a winding Tw and normally closed contacts T 
are provided. The contacts F of the feed relay are in se 
ries with the windings AFLw and AFRw of both the 
auto feed-left and the auto feed-right relays, and the wind 
ing Fw'of said feed relay is adapted to be connected in cir 
cuit, through the contacts ATL, ATR of either of the 
two quick-travel switches, when either of said quick-travel 
switches is at the operating position. 

In like manner the contacts T of the quick-travel relay 
are in, series with the windings ATLw, ATRw of both the 
auto quick-travel-left and the auto quick-travel-right re 
lays, and the winding Tw of said quick-travel relay is 
adapted to be connected in circuit, through the contacts 
AFL, AFR of either of the two feed switches, when either 
of said feed switches is at the operating‘position. 

It will now be seen that, if the table is being fed say to 
the left and a quick-travel switch, say the quick-travel 
right switch, is actuated to the operating position, the wind 
ing Fw of the feed relay will be instantly energised there 
by opening the contacts F and. breaking the maintaining 
circuit of the winding AFLw of the auto feed-left relay 
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and causing the auto feed-left relay and therefore the 
feed-left contactor FLC to fall out. The circuit for the 
winding ATRw of the auto quick-travel-right relay is es 
tablished and the auto quick-travel-right relay closes there 
by closing the quick-travel-right contactor TRC and the 
table is moved right at quick-travel speed. 
The change from either quick-travel operation to either 

feed operation is precisely analogous. 
The stop switch has normally closed contacts ST con 

nected in series with all the circuits heretofore described 
from conductor 24 to the conductor 25. At its actuating 
position of the stop switch said contacts ST open so that all 
the contactors and relays are de-energised and the table 
is at a standstill. Said stop switch is operated to the actu 
ating position to close the cycle, and the starting of a 
fresh cycle is effected under normal control as will here 
inafter appear. 
The movements of the work table, as well as being sub 

ject to automatic control to perform a given cycle as 
above described, can also be controlled manually, and a 
hand operated change-over switch is provided which closes 
contacts HC for hand operation and contacts AC for auto 
operation. 
The hand operation is controlled by four push-button 

switches viz. a feed-left push-button switch FLPB, a feed 
right push-button switch FRPB, a quick-travel-left push 
button switch TLPB and a quick-travel-right push button 
switch TRPB. Each of these push-button switches has 
normally open contacts FLPBl, FRPBI, etc. which close 
upon depression and thereby complete circuit from con 
ductor 26 through the winding FLCI or FRCI, etc. of 
the corresponding feed-left, feed-right, quick-travel-left 
or quick-travel-right contactor to the conductor 27. In 
the case of the feed-left and feed-right push-button switches 
FLPB and FRPB, momentary depression only is suf?ci- - 
ent to energise and maintain energised the corresponding 
windings FLCl or FRCl, because each of the contactors 
FLC, FRC upon closing, closes maintaining contacts 
FLC3 or FRC3, which short circuit the normally open 
contacts FLPBl or FRPBl of the respective feed push 
button switch. 
Each of the push-button switches also has two normally 

closed contacts FLPB2 and FLPB3; FRPB2 and FRPB3, 
etc. which open upon depression, and it will be seen that 
each of the feed push-button switches has, in circuit with 
its normally open contacts FLPBl and FRPBI, the nor 
mally closed contacts TLPB2, TRPB2 and FRPB2 or 
FLPBZ of the other three push-button switches, and each 
of the quick-travel push-button switches has, in circuit 
with its normally open contacts TLPBl or TRPBI, the 
normally closed contacts FLPB3, FRPB3 and TRPB3 or 
TLPB3 of the other three push~button switches. Conse 
quently whatever movement of the work table is taking 
place under manual control by any push-button, it can be 
immediately stopped by the depression of any other push 
button. In the case where a feed movement is taking place 
following momentary depression of a feed push-button 
switch, depression of any other push-button switch will 
not only stop said feed movement but will substitute the 
movement called for by said other push-button switch. 
If however two push-buttons are depressed together noth 
ing can happen as the circuit controlled by each must be 
interrupted by one of the normally closed contacts of 
the other. 

Thus, by way of example, if the feed-left push-button 
switch is depressed, contacts FLPBl will close and circuit 
will be established from conductor 26, through contacts 
TLPBZ, TRPBZ, said contacts FLPBI, contacts FRPB2, 
and winding FLCl to conductor 27. Feed-left contactor 
FLC thereupon closes and energises feed-left motor 22 
and the table is fed to the left. Contact FLC3 also closes, 
short circuiting contacts FLPBl and the circuit is there 
fore maintained after the push-button is released. 
When the feed-left movement of the table is completed 

the operator can depress the quick-travel-right push-but 
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6 
ton switch. This opens ‘contact TRPBZ and causes the‘ 
feed~left contactor to open. It also closes contact TRPBI, 
and thus establishes circuit from conductor 26, through 
contacts FLPBS, FRPB3, said contacts TRPBl, contacts 
TLPB3 and windingTRCl to conductor 27. Contactor 
TRC therefore closes and motor '23 is energised for quick 
travel to the right. In this case the contacts TRPBl are 
not short circuited, and therefore when the table has re 
turned quickly to the loading position, the operator re 
leases the quick-travel-right push-button switch and the 
table instantly stops. 
The change-over switch for alternatively giving hand 

and auto control consists simply, as before stated, of a 
switch having contacts HC which it closes for hand and 
other contacts AC which it closes for auto. Closure of 
the auto contacts AC energises the winding CR1 of a re 
lay having normally open contacts CR3 which when closed 
connect the aforesaid conductor 24 to one terminal of 
the secondary of a transformer 28 whose primary is en 
ergised from a source L1, L2, L3. The aforesaid con 
ductor 25 is connected to the other terminal of said trans 
former secondary. Thus according as said contacts AC 
are closed or open, the whole auto control system hereto 
fore described is rendered operative or inoperative. 
The hand contacts HC of said change-over switch are 

connected as shown in the maintaining circuits of the 
windings FLCJi and FRCl of both the feed-left and the 
feed-right contactors. One of the consequences of setting 
the change-over switch for auto is therefore that neither 
of the feed push-button switches can function to initiate 
maintained closure of the respective feed contactors. 

It will be seen that the aforedescribed energisation of 
the winding FLCl of the feed-left contactor FLC by the 
contacts AFLZ of the auto feed-left relay is through the 
normally closed contacts FRPB2 of the feed-right push 
button switch FRPB, and therefore if the table is being 
fed left under auto control, depression of the feed-right 
push-button switch FRPB will stop this and will also set 
up feed-right so long as said push-button is depressed, 
but immediately it is released the feed-left will be resumed, 
unless in the meantime one of the dogs has operated. 

In like manner the energisation of the winding FRCl 
of the feed-right contactor PRC by the contacts AFRZ of 
the auto feed-right relay is through the normally closed 
contacts FLPBZ of the feed-left push-button FLPB, so 
the feed-left push-button switch exercises the equivalentv 
control, when feeding right under auto conditions, to that 
of the feed-right push-button switch when feeding left 
under auto conditions. 
When feeding left under auto conditions (i. e. with 

contact AFLZ closed), depression of the quick~travel 
right push-button TRPB will not interrupt the circuit of 
the Winding FLCl of the feed-left contactor, and said 
quick-travel-right push-button TRPB will function, just 
as when the setting is for hand control and the contacts 
I-IC are closed, to energise the winding TRCl of the 
quick-travel-right contactor. The quick-travel motor 23 
and the feed motor 22 will both be running simultane 
ously. These motors are connected to the table through 
differential gearing in such a way that the quicl~travel 
motor 23, owing to its greater speed, prevails, and the 
table is moved quickly to the right, despite the fact that 
the feed motor 22 is still running. Therefore when feed- 7 
ing left under auto conditions, depression of the quick 
travel-right push-button switch TRPB will eifect rapid 
withdrawal of the work piece from the cutting tool. 

In precisely analogous manner, as will be clear from 
the drawing, when feeding right under auto conditions, 
depression of the quick-travel-left push-button switch will 
effect rapid withdrawal of the work piece from the cutting 
tool. 

Depression of the quick-travel-left push-button switch 
TLPB when feeding left under auto control, or depression 
of the quick-travel-right push-button switch TRPB when‘ 
feeding right under 'auto' control does not however have 
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any effect. This is because a feed-left relay has its wind 
ing FLRI in parallel with the winding FLCl of the feed 
lcft contactor, and has normally closed contacts FLR4 
in circuit with the winding TLC]. of the quick-travel-left 
contactor TLC, thus ensuring that the quick-travel-left 
contactor can never be closed while the feed’left con 
tactor FLC is closed. 

In like manner a feed-right relay has its winding FRRI 
in parallel with the winding FRCll of the feed-right con 
tactor PRC, and has normally closed contacts FRR4 in 
the circuit of the Winding TRCI of the quick-travel-right 
contactor TRC, thus ensuring that the quick-travel-right 
contactor can never be closed While the feed-right con 
tactor PRC is closed. 
The contacts ATL2 of the auto quick-travel-left relay 

are simply in shunt with the normally open contacts 
TLPBI of the quick-travel-left push-button switch TLP8, 
and the contacts ATRZ of the auto quick-travel-right 
relay are in shunt with the normally open contacts TRPBi 
of the quick-travel-right push-button switch TRPB. Con 
sequently, during quick travel in either direction under 
auto control, depression of any of the three push-button 
switches which appertain to a different movement will 
stop the existing quick-travel and supplant it by the move 
ment appertaining to the depressed push-button switch. 
This latter movement only lasts as long as the push-button 
is depressed; when it is released the auto control will take 
over. 

There are also the following further interlocks: a nor 
mally closed auxiliary contact FLC4 on the feed-left con 
tactor FLC is in circuit with the winding FRCl of the 
feed-right contactor, and a normally closed auxiliary con 
tact FRC4 on the feed-right contactor PRC is in circuit 
with the winding FLCl} of the feed-left contactor, thus 
ensuring that in no circumstances can the two feed con— '> 
tactors be closed together. 

in like manner a normally closed auxiliary contact 
T LC4 on the quick-travel-left contactor TLC is in cir 
cuit with the winding TRCI of the quick-traveLright con 
tactor TRC, and a normally closed auxiliary contact 
TRC4 on the quick-travel-right contactor TRC is in cir 
cuit with the winding TLCl of the quick-travel-left con 
tactor TLC thus ensuring that in no circumstances can 
the two quick-travel contactors be closed together. 
When the change-over switch is ?rst changed over to 

auto control (i. c. with the contacts AC closed), the table 
will remain stationary unless one of the dogs happens to 
be in cngagernentrwith its respective switch thereby clos 
ing one of the contacts AFL, AFR, ATL, ATR. To 
initiate the cycle, the appropriate one of the quick-travel 
push-button switches is depressed. This will start the 
table moving quickly in the appropriate direction, and, 
after this movement has caused one of the dogs to actu 
ate its appropriate switch, said quick-travel push-button 
switch can be released and the cycle will carry on. Sup~ 
pose the quick-travel-left push-button switch TLPB is 
depressed to bring the work piece leftwards up to the 
cutting tool. .lust before the work piece reaches the tool 
the feed-left dog will engage the feed-left switch, thereby 
connecting contacts AFL to the conductor 24, and the 
feed'left contactor FLC will be closed as heretofore de 
scribed, and, owing to the feed-left relay opening its con 
tacts FLRtl, the circuit of the winding TLCl of the quick 
travel-left contactor TLC will be (lo-energised and said 
quick-travel-left contactor will drop out. Then feed-left 
will carry on under auto control whether the quick—travel 
left push-button switch TLPB is released or not. The 
work piece can never strike the tool at quick~travel rate. 
A further feature of the invention is that the spindle 

of the machine can be arranged to run (a) when either 
the feed motor or the quick-travel motor is running or 
(1')) only when the feed motor is running or (c) not at all. 
Thus the spindle is driven by a motor 29 connected'to 

the source L1, L2, L3 through a spindle contactor SC 
havinga winding SCI. A selector switch Sis provided 
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8 
having three positions viz. a first position at which all of 
three contacts S1, S2, S3 are connected together and 
therefore said winding 5C3. is connected to all of four 
auxiliary normally open contacts FLCS, FRCS, TLCS, 
TRCS respectively on the feed-left, feed-right, quick 
travel-left and quick-travel-right contactors FLC, PRC, 
TLC, TRC, so that closure of any one of said contactors 
effects energisation of said winding SC} by connecting 
it across the conductors 26, 27; also a second position at 
which only the contacts S1 and S2 are connected together 
so that said winding SC} is connected only to the con 
tacts FLCS and FRCS, so that closure of only one of 
the feed contactors FLC or PRC effects energisation of 
said winding SCI; ?nally a third position at which none 
of the contacts S1, S2, S3 are connected together and 
the winding .SC is therefore not connected to any of the 
contacts FLCS, FRCS, TLCS, TRCS. This last posi 
tion enables the table to be operated through a complete 
automatic cycle while the spindle is at rest, which is use 
ful when setting up. 
The machine is provided with a stop signal lamp. This 

lamp is in circuit in series with two normally closed con 
tacts NC}, NCZ on relays, the winding NCllw of one 
of which is connected to the two auxiliary contacts FLCS 
and FRCE on the feed contactors, so as to be energised 
during feeding, and the winding NCZw of the other of 
which is connected to the two auxiliary contacts TLCS 
and TRCS on the quick-travel contactors so as to be 
energised during quick travel. Thus during either feed 
or quick travel one of said windings NCiw and NC2w 
is energised and the stop lamp SL is accordingly deener 
gised. immediately the cycle stops both said windings 
NClw and N'CZW are tie-energised and the lamp SL 
lights up. The operator can be assured that when this 
lamp is illuminated no table movement is in operation. 
The machine is used with a back-lash eliminator. It 

is desirable however that the elimination of back-lash 
should not apply during quick-travel movements. Ac 
cordingly a solenoid SN is employed which when de 
energised releases the friction anchorage in the elimina 
tor. A selector switch K is provided such that, when 
closed, the back-lash eliminator is in operation during 
feed movements only, and, when open, said back-lash 
eliminator is cut out during all movements. This last 
is because back-lash elimination is unnecessary except 
when climb milling. 
Normally the conductor 26, and therefore the whole 

hand control system is cut off from the source of power 
(i. ‘e. ‘the transformer 25*) owing to the winding NVl of 
a relay being de-cnergised and contacts NVS on said re 
lay accordingly being open. When it is wished to ini— 
tiate ‘hand control 'a normally open prepare-start push 
button PPB is depressed and closed and thereby said 
winding NVl is energised. Said winding NVl, upon 
energisation, also closes contacts Nit/3 in shunt with said 
push-button i’PB, so that said winding will remain ener 
gised after said push-‘button is released. To terminate 
hand control, a normally closed stop push-button SPB 
incircuit with said winding NVl is depressed and opened, 
and thereby said winding is de-energised and remains dc 
energised owing to opening of contacts NV3. 

Dealing now with afew further details of the electrical 
circuits, the reference ULR designates an ultimate limit 
switch for limiting movement of the table to the right, 
and the reference ULL designates a similar limit switch 
for limiting movement of the table to the left. It will 
be seen ‘that the switch ULR is connected in circuit with 
the windings FRCI and TRCl of the feed-right and trav 
erse rightcontactors so that when said switch ULR opens 
upon the table reaching its right-handlimit further move 
ment ‘to vtherightis impossible. In like manner switch 
ULL is in circuit ‘with windings FLCl and TLCl and 
thus prevents movement of the table beyond the left 
hand limit. 
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The reference SR designates a reversing switch for 
the spindle motor 29. 
The reference FZ designates fuses. The reference 

OLw designates overload windings and the reference 0L 
the corresponding overload contacts. 
As described heretofore, each of the push-button 

switches has two normally closed contacts and one nor 
mally open contact. In practice, as shown in Figures 4 
and 5, the switch comprises a block 30 of insulating ma~ 
terial with a cylindrical bore hole 31 in it. A metal 
plunger rod 32 is provided which is located axially within 
this bore hole 31 and which extends at one end to the 
outside of the block 30. Said plunger rod 32 has 
mounted concentrically upon it, with insulation in be 
tween, as will hereinafter appear, three contacts 33, 34 
and 35 each in the form of a ring. These ring contacts 
are spaced at intervals along the plunger rod 32 within 
the bore hole 31 and their outer peripheries engage the 
inner periphery of said bore hole, and thus said ring con 
tacts keep the plunger rod axially aligned in the bore 
hole. Said plunger rod is axially reciprocable in said 
bore hole. It is moved to one end of its travel by pres 
sure on a push knob 36 on its end outside the block and 
is biased by a spring 37 to a normal limiting position at 
the other end of its travel. 

Three pairs of relatively stationary contacts 38, 39, 
40 are provided for co-operating with the respective ring 
contacts 33, 34, 35. The stationary contacts of each 
pair are diametrically opposite to each other with re 
spect to the axis of the plunger rod and are mounted as 
shown in radial holes in the wall of the block 30, their 
outer ends extending to the outside of said block. They 
are inwardly biased as will hereinafter appear to limiting 
positions at which their inner ends project a little way 
into the bore hole 31. Their inner ends are rounded as 
shown and the outer peripheries of the ring contacts 33, 
34, 35 are of rounded cross-section. 
At the normal position of the plunger rod 32, the two 

ring contacts 33 and 34 nearest the push knob 36 bridge 
their respective pairs 38 and 39 of relatively stationary 
contacts, while the ring contact 35 furthest from the push 
knob is clear of its respective pair 40 of relatively sta 
tionary contacts. When the plunger rod 32 is pressed 
to its other limit, the ring contacts 33 and 34 are clear of 
their respective pairs 38 and 39 of stationary contacts, 
While the ring contact 35 engages its respective pair 40 
of relatively stationary contacts. It will be seen that 
each ring contact, when engaging with a relatively sta 
tionary contact, presses the latter outwards by a cam ac 
tion in opposition to its bias and thus good contact is en 
sured. 

In construction, the block 30 of insulating material 
is of rectangular section and the circular section of the 
bore hole 31 is towards one end of the rectangular sec 
tion. The radial holes for the relatively stationary con 
tacts 38, 39, 40 pass from the bore hole to the side faces 
of the block. These radial holes are circular and the 
contacts are cylindrical and ?t slidably in said holes. Each 
contact at its outer end terminates in a reduced screw 
threaded shank, not seen, and this passes through a hole 
inone end of a leaf spring 41, and the contact is se 
cured to said leaf spring by means of a nut 42 screwed 
onto said screw-threaded shank. The other end of the 
leaf spring is secured by means of a screw 43 against the 
side face of the block near the other end of the rec 
tangular section. The leaf spring 41 serves as the means 
for inwardly biasing the contact, the inward limit being 
determined by the leaf spring resting ?ush against the 
side face of the block. 

= The bore hole 31 of the block at its end nearest the 
push'knob is closed except for a hole large enough to 
give passage to_the-_ plu'ngerrod 32. At the other end 
said bore hole may be open. 

' For mounting the ring contacts on the plunger rods, 
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four short insulating locating sleeves 44, 45, 46, 47 are 
mounted on said plunger rod, and they three ring con 
tacts 33, 34, 35 are mounted on the outside of said sleeves 
and are formed as shown with circumeferential ridges on 
their inner peripheries which project into the spaces be 
tween said sleeves. The sleeves are clamped together 
between a collar 48 formed on the plunger rod and a 
nut 49 screwed on the end of said plunger rod, with a 
washer 50 between it and the sleeve 47, and thus the 
ridges on the contact rings are gripped between the 
sleeves and are rigidly located with respect to the plunger 
rod at spaced intervals therealong. 
For biasing the plunger rod to its said normal position 

the spring 37, coiled about the portion of said plunger 
rod outside the block 30 is in compression between said 
block and a washer 51 maintained on said plunger rod 
by means of a split pin 52. For limiting said plunger rod 
at its normal position either the said collar thereon, or a 
flange surrounding said collar on the adjacent locating 
sleeve 44, abuts against the closed end of the bore hole 
31 in the block. 

It will be seen that the movement provides a wiping 
contact. It will also be seen that the plunger rod 32 
together with the spacing sleeves 44, 45, 46, 47 and con 
tact rings 33, 34, 35 mounted thereon, are free to rotate 
relative to the block. A certain amount of such rota 
tion tends to take place in use so that new contact sur 
faces of the contact rings are continually brought into 
use. Independent means are provided to prevent the 
push knob itself from turning. 

I/ claim: 
l.' An electrical control apparatus, comprising a driven 

device which travels in reverse directions in a given path, 
two separate reversing electric motors operatively con 
nected to said driven device for driving the same, one of 
said motors being adapted to give a slow drive and the 
other a quick drive, four electric switches mounted ad 
jacent to said driven device, each having a normal posi 
tion and an operative position, one of said switches, when 
momentarily actuated to its operative position, being 
adapted to initiate a maintained circuit for driving the 
slow drive motor in one direction, another of said switches, 
when momentarily actuated to its operative position, being 
adapted to initiate a maintained circuit for driving said 
slow drive motor in the opposite direction, the third of 
said switches, when momentarily actuated to its opera 
tive position, being adapted to drive the quick drive’ 
motor in one direction, and the fourth of said switches, 
when momentarily actuated to its operative position, being 
adapted to drive the quick drive motor in the other direc 
tion, four dogs corresponding to the respective switches 
mounted on said driven device and each adapted to 
actuate its corresponding switch momentarily to the op 
erative position upon said driven device reaching a given 
position when travelling in a given direction, and inter-' 
locks‘whereby, the establishment of one of said main 
tained circuits effects the disestablishment of other of 
said maintained circuits. 

2. An electrical control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given path,' 
a reversing electric motor operatively connected to said 
driven device for driving the same, two electric switches 
mounted adjacent to said driven device, each having a 
normal position and an operative position, one of said‘ 
switches, when momentarily actuated to its operative 
position, being adapted to initiate a maintained circuit’ 
for driving said motor in one direction, and the other 
of said switches when momentarily actuated to its oper 
ative position, being adapted to initiate a maintained__ 
circuit for driving said motor in the other direction, inter-, 
locks whereby establishment of each maintained circuit 
effects disestablishment of the other, two dogs, corre-' 
sponding to the respective switches mounted on said‘ 
driven device, and each adapted to actuate its corre 
sponding switch momentarily to the operative position‘ 
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upon said driven device reaching a given PQSitiOJJ when 
travelling in a given direction, a change-over switch, said 
change-over switch having an auto position at which it 
permits said switches to initiate said maintained circuits 
and a hand position at which it prevents said switches 
from initiating said maintained circuits, two hand 
switches, each having a normal position and an opera 
tive position, one of said hand switches, when actuated 
to ‘its operative position, being adapted to establish a cir 
cuit for driving said motor in one direction, and the 
other hand switch, when actuated to its operative posi 
tion, being adapted to establish a circuit for driving said 
motor in the other direction, maintaining contacts on 
said change-over switch adapted, when closed to estab 
lish a maintaining circuit for either of said last named 
circuits, said maintaining contacts being closed only when 
said change-over switch is at the ‘hand position. 

3. An electrical control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given 
path, a reversing electric motor operatively connected to 
said driven device for driving the same, two electric 
switches mounted adjacent to said driven device, each 
having a normal position and an operative position, one 
of said switches, when momentarily actuated to its opera 
tive position, being adapted to initiate a maintained cir 
cuit for driving said motor in one direction, and the 
other of said switches when momentarily actuated to its 
operative position, being adapted to initiate a maintained 
circuit for driving said motor in the other direction, 
interlocks whereby establishment of each maintained cir 
cuit effects disestablishment of the other, two dogs, cor 
responding to the respective switches mounted on said 
driven device, and each adapted to actuate its correspond 
ing switch momentarily to the operative position upon 
said driven device reaching a given position when travel 
ling in a given direction, a change-over switch, said 
change-over switch having an auto position at which 
it permits said switches to initiate said maintained cir 
cuits and a hand position at which it prevents said switches 
from initiating said maintained circuits, two hand switches 
each having a normal position and an operative position, 
and each having normally open contacts and normally 
closed contacts, one of said hand switches, when actu 
ated to its operative position being adapted to establish, 
by way of its normally open contacts, a circuit for driv 
ing said motor in said one direction, and to disestablish, by 
way of its normally closed contacts, the maintained cir 
cuit, if such is established, for driving said motor in said 
other direction, and the other hand switch, when actu 
ated to its operative position, being adapted to estab 
lish, by way of its normally open contacts, a circuit for 
driving said motor in said other direction, and to dis 
establish, by way of its normally closed contacts, the 
maintained circuit, if such is established, for driving said 
motor in said one direction, maintaining contacts on said ' 
change-over switch adapted, when closed, to establish a 
maintaining circuit for either of said circuits established 
through said normally open contacts of said hand switches, 
said maintaining contacts being closed only when said 
change-over switch is at the hand position. 

4. An electrical control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given path, 
a reversing electric motor operatively connected to said 
driven device for driving the same, two electric switches 
mounted adjacent to said driven device, each having 
a normal position and an operative position, one of said 
switches, when momentarily actuated to its-operative po 
sition, being adapted to initiate a maintained circuit for 
driving said motor in one direction, and the other of said 
switches, whenmomentarily actuated to its operative posi 
tion, being adapted to initiate a maintained circuit for 
driving said motor in the other directiominterlocks where 
by the establishmentof each of said maintained circuits 
effects disestablishment of the other, two dogs, corres 
ponding to the respective switches, mounted on said driven 
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device, and each adapted to actuate its corresponding 
switch momentarily to the operative position upon said 
driven device reaching a given position when travelling 
in a given direction two hand switches each having 
a normal position and an operative position, and each 
having normally open contacts and normally closed con 
tacts, one of said hand switches, when actuated to its 
operative position being adapted to establish, by way of 
its normally open contacts, a circuit for driving said 
motor in said one direction, and to disestablish, by way 
of its normally closed contacts, the maintained circuit, if 
such is established, for driving said motor in said other 
direction, and the other hand switch, when actuated to 
its operative position, being adapted to establish, by way 
of its normally open contacts, a circuit for driving said 
motor in said other direction, and to disestablish, by way 
of its normally closed contacts, the maintained circuit, 
if such is established, for driving said motor in said one 
direction. 

5. An electric control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given path, 
two separate reversing electric motors, differential gear 
ing connecting said motors to said driven device whereby 
one of said motors is adapted to drive said driven de 
vice slowly and the other is adapted to drive said driven 
device quickly, an electric switch mounted adjacent to 
said driven device, said switch having a normal position 
and an operative position, means whereby, upon momen 
tary actuation of said switch to its operative position, a 
maintained circuit is initiated for driving said slow-drive 
motor for movement of said driven device in one direc 
tion, a dog adapted to actuate said switch momentarily 
to said operative position upon said driven device reach 
ing a given position when travelling in a driven direction, 
a hand switch having a normal position and an opera 
tive position, and means whereby, upon actuation of 
said hand switch to the operative position, a circuit is 
established for said quick-drive motor for movement of 
said driven device in the other direction, said maintained 
circuit remaining established for driving the slow drive 
motor, while said circuit for driving the quick-drive motor 
is also established, so that both motors run together while 
said hand switch is at its operative position, and the 
quick-drive motor prevails to drive the driven device 
quickly in said other direction, and said slow-drive motor 
alone runs when the hand switch returns to its normal 
position, whereby the slow-drive of said driven device 
in said one direction is resumed. 

6. An electric control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given 
path, two separate reversing electric motors, differential 
gearing connecting said motors to said driven device 
whereby one of said motors is adapted to drive said 
driven device slowly and the other is adapted to drive 
said driven devicequickly, four electric ‘switches mounted 
adjacent to said driven device, each having a normal 
position and an operative position, one of said switches, 
when momentarily actuated to its operative position, be 
ing adapted to initiate a maintained circuit for driving the 
slow drive motor in one direction, another of said switches, 
when momentarily actuated to its operative position, be 
ing adapted to initiate a maintained circuit for driving 
said slow drive motor in the opposite direction, the third 
of said switches, when momentarily actuated .to its op 
erative position, being adapted to drive the quick drive 
motor in one direction, and the fourth of said switches, 
when'momentarily actuated to its operative position, being 
adapted to drive the quick drive motor in the other direc 
tion, four dogs corresponding to the respective switches 
mounted on said driven device and eachadapted to actu 
ate its corresponding switch momentarily -to the operative 
position upon saiddriven device reachinga given position 
when travelling in a given vdirection, interlocks whereby, 
the establishment of one of said maintained circuits ef 
fects thedisestablishment of other of said maintained cir 
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cuits, a change-over switch, said change-over switch hav 
ing an auto position at which it permits said swtiches 
to initiate said maintained circuits and a hand position 
at which it prevents said swtiches from initiatng said 
mantained circuits, four hand switches each having a 
normal position and an operative position, means where 
by, with said change-over switch at said hand position, 
two of said hand switches, upon actuation to their opera 
tive positions, establish driving connections for the slow 
drive motor in reverse directions respectively, and the 
other two of said hand swtiches, upon actuation to their 
operative positions, establish driving connections for the 
quick drive motor in reverse directions respectively, means 
whereby, with said change-over switch at the auto posi 
tion, and said maintained circuit established for energis 
ing said slow drive motor for driving said driven device 
in said one direction, upon actuation of the hand switch 
for energising said quick drive motor for driving said 
driven device in said other direction, said quick-drive 
motor is energised simultaneously with the energisation 
of said slow drive motor, so that both motors run to 
gether while said hand switch is at its operative position, 
and the quick-drive motor prevails to drive the driven 
device quickly in said other direction, and said slow drive 
motor alone runs when the hand switch returns to its 
normal position, whereby the slow drive of said driven 
device in said one direction is resumed. 

7. An electric control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given path, 
two separate reversing electric motors operatively con 
nected to said driven device for driving the same, one of 
said motors being adapted to drive said driven device 
slowly and the other being adapted to drive said driven 
device quickly, an electric switch mounted adjacent to 
said driven device, said switch having a normal position 
and an operative position, means whereby, upon momen 
tary actuation of said switch to its operative position, a 
maintained circuit is initiated for driving said quick drive 
motor for movement of said driven device quickly in one 
direction, a dog adapted to actuate said switch momen 
tarily to said operative position upon said driven device 
reaching a given position when travelling in a driven 
direction, a hand switch having a normal position and 
an operative position, and means whereby, upon actuation 
of said hand switch to said operative position, said main 
tained circuit is interrupted, and a circuit is established 
for driving said slow drive motor for movement of said 
driven device in the other direction, and upon return of 
said hand switch to said inoperative position, said main 
tained circuit is re-established, and said circuit for driv 
ing said slow drive motor is interrupted. 

8. An electrical control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given path, 
a reversing electric motor operatively connected to said 
driven device for driving the same, an electric switch 
mounted adjacent to said driven device, said switch hav 
ing a normal position and an operative position, and 
being adapted, when momentarily actuated to its opera 
tive position, to initiate a maintained circuit for driving 
said motor in one direction, a dog mounted on said 
driven device and adapted to actuate said switch momen 
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tarily to the operative position upon said driven device 
reaching a given position when travelling in a given di 
rection, a change-over switch, said change-over switch 
having an auto position at which it permits said switch 
to initiate said maintained circuit, and a hand position 
at which it prevents said switch from initiating said 
maintained circuit, a hand switch having a normal posi 
tion and an operative position, and having normally open 
and normally closed contacts and means whereby, upon 
actuation of said hand switch to the operative position, 
said normally closed contacts open to interrupt said 
maintained circuit if it is established, and said normally 
open contacts close to establish a circuit for driving said 
motor in the other direction, and maintaining contacts 
on said change-over switch, through which when said 
maintaining contacts are closed said circuit for driving 
said motor in said otherdirection is adapted to be main 
tained, said maintaining contacts being closed only when 
said change-over switch is at said hand position. 

9. An electric control apparatus, comprising a driven 
device which travels in reverse directions in a given path, 
two separate reversing electric motors, operatively con 
nected to said driven device for driving the same, one of 
said motors being adapted to give a slow drive and the 
other a quick drive, an electric switch mounted adjacent 
to said driven device, said switch having a normal posi 
tion and an operative position, means whereby, upon 
momentary actuation of said switch to its operative posi~ 
tion, a maintained circuit is initiated for driving said 
slow drive motor for movement of said driven device 
in one direction, a dog corresponding to said switch 
mounted on said driven device and adapted to actuate 
said switch momentarily to said operative position, upon 
said driven device reaching a given position when travel 
ling in a given direction, a change-over switch, said 
change-over switch having an auto position at which it 
permits said switch to initiate said maintained circuit, and 
a hand position at which it prevents said switch from in 
itiating said maintained circuit, a hand switch having a 
normal position and an operative position, means where 
by, when said change-over switch is at the auto position 
and said maintained circuit is not established, operation 
of said hand switch to the operative position establishes 
a circuit for driving said quick drive motor for move 
ment of said driven device in the said one direction, 
means whereby, when said change-over switch is at the 
auto position and said maintained circuit is established, 
operation of said hand switch to the operative position 
is without effect, and means whereby, when said change 
over switch is at the hand position, operation of said hand 
switch to the operative position establishes a circuit for 
driving said quick drive motor for driving said quick drive 
motor in said one direction. 
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